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T1V Named To Charlotte Business Journal’s Fast 50
T1V ranked #33 in Charlotte Business Journal’s Fast 50 in 2020 - an awards program highlighting
the fastest growing private companies in the region. This is the fourth year T1V has been named
to the CBJ Fast 50, reflecting entrepreneurial excellence and T1V’s contribution to the Charlotte
business community.
The Charlotte Business Journal’s coveted list for the 50 fastest growing private companies in the
Charlotte metropolitan area in 2020 has been revealed - with collaboration software company T1V ranked
#33.
CBJ and local accounting firm CliftonLarsonAllen scoured company financials for businesses in the
region based on a formula that reflects dollar and revenue percentage growth across a three-year period.
Among the qualifications, companies were required to have a revenue of at least $1 million in 2019.
CBJ Fast 50 nominees were honored for their, “Outstanding growth, entrepreneurial excellence,
leadership and contribution to Charlotte's strength as a region.”
The 2020 honorees were announced in late November 2020, and ranked on the list by growth percentage
via virtual event on December 3rd.
Specializing in collaboration software for hybrid environments, T1V sets the vision for how
collaboration technology can bring people together. With a growth rate of 33.33%, T1V landed the
spot of the 33rd fast growing private business in Charlotte, North Carolina in 2020.
T1V has a history of growth and innovation in the Charlotte community. Ranked in the Fast 50 in 2014,
2015, 2016, and now 2020 - this is T1V’s fourth time as a CBJ Fast 50 award winner.
Learn more about T1V’s mission and the vision for our hybrid collaboration solutions at t1v.com.
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About T1V
T1V is a visual collaboration company specializing in hybrid collaboration software for enterprise and
education markets. The company’s collaboration platform includes ThinkHub® collaboration for global
teams, HubVC™ BYOD whiteboarding and video conferencing, T1V Hub™ wireless screen sharing, and
AirConnect™ mobile app - all working cohesively to support a seamless, intuitive user experience for both
in-room and remote participants.
T1V’s suite of collaboration software represents total meeting room solutions that replace much of the
hardware we equate meeting room technology with today.
T1V ThinkHub Connect™ active learning technology is designed to support a variety of teaching and
learning styles, from traditional lecture to team problem solving and group-based work. The solution also
supports collaboration amongst students located at off-site locations and allows easy content sharing
between remote locations.
All T1V solutions are Built for BYOD™ (bring your own device) to support the many devices, programs,
and platforms of today’s hybrid meeting and learning environments. T1V is a leading innovator in
large-scale, interactive software technology, with seven issued patents in collaboration and active learning
software.
To learn more visit t1v.com.
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